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Intro & Methods
Question: how are muscles
coordinated during gait?

Results & Interpretation
We found shared synergies do
little to simplify control…

Further Discussion

… in fact, synergies suggest
independent muscle control

Aren’t findings at odds with
previous studies* supporting
simple, shared primitives?

*using similar EMG decomposition techniques

Yes, our conclusions are different than
some such studies. We speculate that
previous methodological choices may
have led to more favorable interpretations
of shared primitives. For example…

>100 muscles
(below waist)

(1) lenient EMG
reconstruction
criteria can make
neural controllers
appear more useful
(2) post-hoc
similarity
comparisons can
inflate the
perceived utility of
modularity
(by re-defining the
word “shared”)

Potential solution:
modular control

Shared patterns reduce
dimensionality more…

A small # of modules (primitives)
controlling a larger # of muscles.

Shared patterns appear like
a set of time-shifted
impulses**.
More patterns would be
required for tasks of longer
duration or with higher
frequency of muscle
contractions.
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**May reflect mathematical
convergence towards
maximum temporal
dimensionality, a set of
patterns (temporal basis
functions) capable of
reconstructing any arbitrary
signals of similar filtering and
duration.

white circles: other
muscles controlled by
non-modular means

Example depicted shows 3 modules controlling 10
muscles, a 70% reduction in dimensionality
compared to controlling each muscle individually.

We extracted primitives from
EMGs of multidirectional gait
Can a library of shared modules* reduce
dimensionality of control and generate
EMGs for gait?
*Patterns (P) or Synergies (S)

𝑬𝑴𝑮𝒔 = 𝑷𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒅 ∙ 𝑺𝒕𝒂𝒔𝒌−𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄 + 𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓

or

𝑬𝑴𝑮𝒔 = 𝑷𝒕𝒂𝒔𝒌−𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄 ∙ 𝑺𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒅 + 𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓
We found the shared modules by performing non-negative matrix factorization on
the combined set of EMGs from all tasks: walking forward (FW), backward (BW),
sideways to the left (LS) and right (RS) and stepping in place (SIP). These modules
(also called motor primitives) represent the fundamental building blocks of the
control scheme. We varied the size of the shared library from 3 to 19 modules, first
assuming the modular building blocks were comprised of fixed synergies, and next
assuming fixed patterns. We used the shared libraries to reconstruct the empirical
muscle EMGs from each task, and computed the number of EMGs that were
adequately reproduced (R2 > 0.8). This served as an estimate of the number of
muscles that could theoretically be controlled with a specific modular strategy. We
then assessed reduction in dimensionality by comparing the number of fixed
modules to the number of muscles controlled. From 21-25 lower-limb muscle EMGs
were analyzed from each subject (N=8).

… but patterns may be trivial,
impractical for control

We observed task-specific
muscle activity

Conclusion: fixed primitives
too rigid to simplify control
Shared synergies provide limited
reduction of dimensionality
Shared patterns simplify more, but
practical considerations may limit utility
Modularity requires more complex
architecture to simplify control (e.g.,
primitives adapted by task-specific
sensory feedback)
Limitation: using statistical methods to
extract common features from EMGs may
be insufficient to discern neural control
strategy
Questions or comments? I’d love to chat.
Please introduce yourself to me:

Karl

What about musculoskeletal
simulations suggesting a few
primitives may be sufficient?
Although some simulations indicate that
shared primitives could theoretically
coordinate muscles to perform walking
(e.g., soleus, medial & lateral gastroc EMGs
below), the predicted EMG activations are
often inconsistent with empirical recordings
(which are not simply scaled versions of the
same waveform)

Allen & Neptune 2012

Aren’t the neural strategies
tested an over-simplification
of modular control?
Simple? Certainly
Too simple? Possibly
Benefits of testing simple controllers?
• Falsifiable*
• Computationally tractable*
• Basis for developing new testable
hypotheses*

*often not true for more complex formulations

